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Maths

English
Unit
Key Skills
&
vocabulary
Unit

Key Skills
&
vocabulary

Poetry: Calligrams & Haikus
Fiction: Traditional Tales, Science Fiction
Non-fiction: Journalism, Explanation Texts

Fractions, decimals & percentages
Place value & Algebra
Addition & Subtraction
Multiplication & Division

Parenthesis dashes, brackets, and commas
Modal verbs & adverbs of possibility
Formal / informal
Traditional tales, Calligrams, Haiku
Audience, purpose, form

Multiplying by powers of 10
Column addition, column subtraction
Factors, multiples
Square, cube and prime numbers
Value of x. algebra, balanced equations

Geography

History

In the zone: climates and weather
around the world

The Romans

Map and atlas work
Understand aspects of human &
physical geography. Use a range of
fieldwork and investigation techniques.
Arctic and Antarctic Circles, climate
zones, weather, environment, tropical,
polar, biomes, vegetation belts and
sustainability

Computing
Unit
Key Skills
&
vocabulary

Databases & Game
Creator
To learn how to search for
information in a database. To
create a database around a
chosen topic.
To review and analyse a
computer game. Children can
use some of the elements that
make a successful game.

Electricity

Identify electrical appliances, construct circuits, identify
conductors and
insulators. Understand voltage and use recognised
symbols when drawing circuits. Understand which
circuits will be successful and learn rules for why.

RE

French

Why do Christians call the day
Jesus died Good Friday?

To understand the impact of the Roman
Empire on Great Britain and around the
world. Using secondary research and
examining sources to draw conclusions.

Comparison, role of Britain, societies,
civilisations, changes
world history, major influence,
timeline, conquer(ed)

PE

Science

Make clear links between the Gospel
texts and how Christians remember
Holy week.
Raise questions about how serving and
celebrating, remembering and betrayal,
trust and standing up for your beliefs
might make a difference to how
someone lives. Understand that
Christians believe Jesus rose from the
dead and is still alive today.
Resurrection, sacrifice, gospels, serving,
trust, betrayal, beliefs, denial, emotion

Music

Animals
Fruits
Learn the names of animals & fruits,
acute and grave accents, Qu’est-ce
c'est? (What is it?)
Learn additional animal names, cedilla,
parts of the body. Accurately name
these and begin to structure simple
sentences that can be used in dialogue.

Art

DT

Gymnastics
Dance

Music drawn from
different traditions

Textiles

Textiles

Well-being outdoor art
project.
textural art, fabric,
embellishing

Research, design criteria,
innovation, functionality

Balances, sequence, agility,
fitness
Fluence, precision, motif.

Appreciate and understand a
wide range of high-quality live
and recorded music drawn from
different traditions and from
great composers and
musicians. Listen with attention
to detail and recall sounds with
increasing aural memory.

